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The book of Proverbs contains a wealth of practical wisdom for everyday living. The 15 lessons of

this Bible study on Proverbs explore the bookâ€™s timeless teachings and helpful guidelines on

many aspects of personal conduct, including goodness and sin, friendships and family, and life and

death. Includes study aids and discussion questions. If using in a group, personal study is needed

between meetings.
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My men's group has been going through books like the EveryMan series and what not. We were

getting to a point where we were really aching for some solid scripture vs. all the stories and

examples presented in such books with light scripture. So we figured we'd start with this book.We

are only a few chapters into it and everyone is benefiting greatly from this study!Proverbs isn't the

easiest book of the bible to study, yet the way the information is presented here is a nice overview

with opportunities to dig deeper. The questions are challenging and thought-provoking, especially

the sidebar questions. Each chapter is long enough to spend 10-15 minutes a day going over and

meditating on a question or two. And its long enough that you can't do it the night before the study

and actually have an effective result on your life. The book of Proverbs needs to be chewed on and

taken in to let it change your life.Overall, our group of 10 are all enjoying this series of bible study

and will probably be back for another round with a different book of the bible.



The Navigators have produced another well-written Bible Study in the Life Change series. This one

features the book of Proverbs over the course of 15 lessons. Unlike some of the more lengthy

studies out there, these lessons are structured in the inductive style which allows one to study

Scripture passages and then apply them to one's own life. Each lesson also includes the option of

more in-depth questions for personal reflection or group discussion. Study helps, instruction for

group leaders, and some Biblical background information are included. If you're tired of book studies

and want to get back to The Book, this Bible study will guide you in the way of wisdom, and other

life lessons where God desires for you to live more faithfully each day.

This is by far the best Bible study I've ever done.It challenged, convicted and changed me.It has set

me free to make decisions with out having to analyzeif I'm doing the right thing. It's Gods wisdom

and judgement, not mans fuzzy thinking.Many Christians quote Proverbs 3:5-6 without consulting

the rest of theproverbs, and end up making incredibly silly decisions, by "not leaning on their own

understanding"it's time to lean hard on Gods understanding of life decisions.Get the book! In all

your getting, get wisdom, get understanding.

I am so glad to have come across the life change series of books, so far I have only started the

proverbs book here, but I would love to do the others. This book is really good and helps you go

through a book in the bible and helps you to really dig in deep and study the book. I love digging in

deeper because it just gives you a new found love for the bible. These are great series and I will be

getting more, and thank you life change for making them available on kindle, so nice and

convenient, awesome book :)

Like other books in this series, this is a helpful aide for Bible study. Good questions that focuses on

the text. Our small group Bible studies have been blessed to have many discussions generated

from the use of the book. Unlike other books in the series this particular book was more topical

rather than verse by verse given the difficult nature of Proverbs as you go through it for a thematic

logical flow straight through. Again, very helpful and I would recommend it for any small group Bible

Study. Friendly for the general Christian reading audience while not giving spiritual fluff.

We are studying this book in a small 6-person women's Bible study group. The subject matter is

both theological and practical. The discussion questions in the margins have started some very



deep and insightful discussions among our group. Since Proverbs is not studied as frequently as

some of the other books of the Bible, I think most groups will find this study covers some new

ground and provides information that is both relevant and thought-provoking.

I bought this for my nepphew several years ago, and he really enjoyed it, so I bought another for

myself, and for my son. It really helps guide you through the wonderful book of Proverbs in an

enjoyable, logical way, whether you're in a study group, or just on your own.

THis is an exceptional study guide that focuses on different subjects that Solomon and other

teachers have given in the distant past that are still true today.It amazes me that everything we

learn today in developing ourselves into living a better life with respect for others and for life's

experiences was true back then some 2300 plus years ago. Basically, what is true today was true

then regarding man's learning about knowledge and wisdom. (More focused: What God taught the

men before Christ can and does still apply today!)I recommend this for first time studies in Proverbs

or a return to develop a deeper understanding later in your continuing study of the Bible.\o/
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